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Abstract.By discretizing the contact area between the external retainer plate and the external spherical hinge,
a mathematical model for the force relation of an arbitrary contact point in the external return spherical bearing
pair was established and amathematical expression for the friction power of the external return spherical bearing
pair was deduced. The influences of the slant inclination of the external swash plate, pump shaft rotating speed,
eccentricity, spring force and number of discrete contact points on the friction power were also analysed. The
results show that the power fluctuation amplitude of the discrete contact point in the external return spherical
bearing pair increases with increasing slant inclination of the external swash plate, pump shaft rotating speed
and spring force; the total friction power was found to increase linearly. However, the power fluctuation
amplitude of the discrete contact point in the external return spherical bearing pair was found to decrease with
increasing eccentricity, with the total friction power decreasing nonlinearly until reaching a certain value. The
distribution shape of the friction power of the discrete contact point is only affected by eccentricity. If the
eccentricity is large, the friction power of the discrete point presents a double-peak distribution, whereas if it is
small, a multiple-peak distribution is observed.

Keywords: Axial piston pump/motor / external return mechanism / friction power / normal force / spherical
bearing pair
1 Introduction

Axial piston pump/motor are important components
that are widely used for industrial applications in the
hydraulic field. Such components have several advan-
tages including small volume, high efficiency and smooth
operation [1–4]. Three key friction pairs consisting of
the plunger–cylinder block, the slipper–swash plate and
the cylinder block–port plate have a great influence on
the service life and performance of pump/motor.
Researchers worldwide have dedicated great attention
to this, achieving fruitful results [5–7]. Rokala et al.
investigated the influence of the slant inclination of the
external swash plate on the water-film thickness of the
slipper pair of the hydraulic axial piston pump [8]. Zhang
et al. investigated the influence of slipper rotation on the
dynamic and lubrication characteristics of the slipper of
hs1998@163.com
the axial piston pump and built a test bench to verify the
correctness of the theory [9]. Li et al. textured the port
pair by photolithography and electrolysis and studied
the friction and wear performance of the port pair on a
testing machine [10]. Jeong et al. and Vatheuer et al.
analysed the kinematic relation of the plunger in the
plunger holes and established a mathematical model for
the instantaneous friction force of the plunger pair and
the average torque loss [11,12]. Lin et al. established a
dynamic friction model for the slipper pair and analysed
the effects of pump shaft rotating speed, load force and oil
viscidity on the performance of the slipper [13].

However, only little research has been performed on
the friction pair of the retainer plate-spherical hinge. The
friction loss of the return mechanism determines the
stability of oil absorption of the plunger pump/motor. So,
it is necessary to perform a thorough research on the
friction pair of the retainer plate-spherical hinge. Manring
et al. established a mathematical model for the relative
motion of the retainer plate and the spherical hinge and
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Fig. 1. Structure of the balanced double-row axial piston pump. 1. Slipper; 2. Internal swash plate; 3. Internal spherical hinge;
4. Pump shaft; 5. Front end cover; 6. External swash plate; 7. External spherical hinge; 8. Shell; 9. External retainer plate; 10. Juncture.
11. Spring seat; 12. Compression spring; 13. Plunger; 14. Valve plate; 15. Rear end cover.
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analysed the relationship between slant inclination of the
swash plate and relative motion velocity [14]. Sun et al.
studied the force relation between the retainer plate and
the spherical hinge, and calculated the friction-power
consumption between them. Then, they built a test bench
for the friction-power consumption of the retainer plate
and the spherical hinge and verified the correctness of the
theoretical analysis [15,16]. Xu et al. established a
mathematical model for the relative motion relation
between the retainer plate and the spherical hinge, and
built a virtual prototype model of the solid–liquid coupling
of the plunger pump to simulate their relative motion.
Virtual prototype models can consider the interactions
between the components and calculate the influence of the
dynamic performance of each component on reaching the
target in real time [17,18]. Wang et al. established an
analytical method for determining the oil-film-lubrication
value of the return spherical bearing pair by extending the
classical Jakobsson–Floberg–Olsson (JFO) cavitation
algorithm and considering the influence factor of the shear
velocity on a complex surface [19].

The external return mechanism is an indispensable
key component of the balanced double-row axial piston
pump and dual-drive axial piston motor [20,21]. The
working principle of the external return mechanism is
similar to the common return mechanism. It has several
advantages including a large pressing force and a
compact structure. Thus, it can also be used for normal
axial piston pump/motor. The external return mecha-
nism is an important intermediate structure of the
balanced double-row axial piston pump and dual-drive
axial piston motor [22]. Its kinematic and friction-
lubricating characteristics have a great influence on the
working performance of the slipper pair, plunger pair and
port pair of the pump/motor—and they are also a key
factor affecting technical indicators such as service life,
working performance and vibration noise of the pump/
motor component. Deng et al. carried out a deep analysis
of the kinetic characteristics of the external return
mechanism [23]. This paper will further analyse the force
laws and wear characteristics of the external return
mechanism and provide a basis for a dynamic-pressure
lubrication-characteristics analysis.
2 Working principle of the external return
spherical bearing pair

The main structure of the balanced double-row axial
piston pump is shown in Figure 1. As an indispensable key
component of the balanced double-row axial piston pump,
the external return mechanism mainly includes an
external spherical hinge, an external retainer plate, a
juncture, compression springs and spring seats. In
addition, it’s working principle is similar to the common
return mechanism. The common axial piston pump forms
the spherical bearing pair by matching the inner contour
surface (cone surface) of the retainer plate and the outer
contour surface (spherical surface) of the spherical hinge.
On the other hand, the external return mechanism forms
the spherical bearing pair by matching the outer contour
surface (arc surface) of the retainer plate and the inner
contour surface (spherical surface) of the external
spherical hinge. Through the spring that is evenly
distributed around the outer surface of the cylinder block
provides compression force for the external spherical
hinge, the external slipper is pressed against the surface of
the external retainer plate. Since the compression spring is
always in a state of compression and has no reciprocating
motion, the fatigue loss of the spring will be lower and the
working life can be prolonged. This further increases the
reliability of the axial piston pump.
3 Force analysis of the external return
spherical bearing pair

The force between the external retainer plate and the
external spherical hinge is shown in Figure 2a. Due to
the relative motion between the external retainer plate
and the external spherical hinge, at the contact point,
the external spherical hinge is acted upon not only by the
normal force N of the external retainer plate but also
by its sliding friction force Ff. The external retainer
plate and the external spherical hinge show a complicated
relation of space motion. To study the wear characteristics
of the external return spherical bearing pair, the contact



Fig. 2. External spherical hinge force analysis.
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area between the external retainer plate and the external
spherical hinge is discretized, and the effects of parameters
such as slant inclination of the external swash plate,
pump shaft rotating speed, eccentricity and spring
force on the friction power of every contact point are
analysed.

For the convenience of analysis, we discretize the
contact area between the external retainer plate and the
external spherical hinge into m contact points that are
uniformly distributed. A certain contact point m1 is
chosen to force analysis, as shown in Figure 2b. The
contact point m1 is acted upon by the normal force N1 of
the external retainer plate and by its sliding friction force
Ff1. By decomposing the normal force N1 and sliding
friction force Ff1 along the x and y axes respectively, the
component forces (N1x, N1y, Ff1x and Ff1y) of the normal
force N1 and the sliding friction force Ff1 along the x and y
axes can be obtained. The direction of the normal force N1
points to the sphere centre of the external spherical hinge,
which is the same direction as that of the radius vector of
the contact point m1. The sliding friction force Ff1 acts in
the direction opposite to the instantaneous motion at that
contact point. Since the relative motion relation in the
external return spherical bearing pair is expressed in a
vector equation, the force relation of an arbitrary contact
point in the external return spherical bearing pair can be
obtained.

At an arbitrary contact point of the external return
spherical bearing pair, the normal force N1 and the sliding
friction forceFf1 that acts upon the external spherical hinge
can be decomposed along the i, j and k directions (i, j and k
are the unit vectors of the x, y, and z axes, respectively),
that is, component forces of an arbitrary contact point in
these three directions are obtained. In the x direction, the
external spherical hinge is only acted upon by the spring
force Fsz. So, adding the component forces of these contact
points along the x axis gives the balanced equation:

F sz ¼ �
Xm
t¼1

½ðNtntÞi� ðFftutÞi�: ð1Þ

Since the unit vector nt has the same direction as the
radius vector r5t of the contact point mt, and the unit
vector ut has a direction opposite to the relative motion
velocity DVt of the contact pointmt [23], the unit vector nt
and ut can be expressed as

nt ¼ r5t
jr5tj

ð2Þ

ut ¼ � DVt

jDVtj : ð3Þ

So Ntnt represents the normal force of an arbitrary
contact point mt in the external return spherical bearing
pair; (Ntnt)i represents the x component of the normal
force at the contact point mt; Fftut represents the sliding
friction force of the contact pointmt; (Fftut)i represents the
x component of the sliding friction force at the contact
point mt. Thus, equation (1) can be rewritten as:

�F sz ¼
Xm
t¼1

Nt
r5t
jr5tj

� �
iþ F ft

DVt

jDVtj
� �

i

� �
: ð4Þ

If the coefficient of the sliding friction between the
external retainer plate and the external spherical hinge is
given by fs, equation (4) can be expressed as:

�F sz ¼
Xm
t¼1

Nt
r5t
jr5tj

� �
iþ fsNt

DVt

jDVtj
� �

i

� �
: ð5Þ

The contact pointm1 at a=0° is chosen as the reference
point. Then, the components of the normal force and the
sliding friction force along the x axis can be written as:

N1
r51
jr51j

� �
i ¼ N1

�ðr1cosð0Þsinbþ ecosbÞi
jr51j

ð6Þ

fsN1
DV1

jDV1j
� �

i ¼ fsN1
r1k1sinð0Þsinbvi

jDV1j : ð7Þ

The contact area between the external retainer plate
and the external spherical hinge is discretized into m
contact points that are uniformly distributed. Each contact
point is related to anglea, which corresponds to the relative
motion trajectories of the external return spherical bearing
pair. The contact point m1 at a=0° is chosen as the
reference contact point. Then, the values of angle a
corresponding to the contact points adjacent to contact
point m1 are 2p/m, 4p/m, 6p/m,…, (m–1)2p/m. The
normal force of each contact point is proportional to
the component of the radius vector at that point along the
x axis. So the normal force N2 of the second contact point
m2 adjacent to the reference contact point, can be
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expressed as:

N2 ¼ r52i

r51i
N1: ð8Þ

The component of the normal force N2 along the x axis
can be written as:

N2
r52
jr52j

� �
i ¼ N1

r52i

r51i

r52
jr52j

� �
i: ð9Þ

Similarly, at the contact point m2 adjacent to the
reference contact point, the component of the normal force
N2 and the sliding friction force Ff2 along the x axis can be
written as:

N2
r52
jr52j

� �
i ¼ N2

� r1cos 0þ 2p
m

� �
sinbþ ecosb

� �
i

jr52j
ð10Þ

fsN2
DV2

jDV2j
� �

i ¼ fsN2

r1k1sin 0þ 2p
m

� �
sinbvi

jDV2j : ð11Þ

Substituting equation (8) into equation (11), we obtain
equation (12), as follows:

fsN2
DV2

jDV2j
� �

i ¼ f1
r52i

r51i
N1

r1k1sin 0þ 2p
m

� �
sinbvi

jDV2j : ð12Þ

Similarly, the normal forceN3 of the third contact point
can be expressed as:

N3 ¼ r53i

r51i
N1: ð13Þ

By analogy, the component of the normal force Nm of
the contact point mm along the x axis can be written as

Nm
r5m
jr5mj

� �
i ¼ N1

r5mi

r51i

r5m
jr5mj

� �
i: ð14Þ

The component of the sliding friction force Ffm of the
contact point mm along the x axis can be expressed as:

fsNm
DVm

jDVmj
� �

i ¼ fs
r5mi

r51i
N1

r1k1sin
ðm�1Þ2p

m

� 	
sinbvi

jDVmj :

ð15Þ
By substituting equations (6)–(15) into equation (5),

the force balance equation of the external retainer plate and
the external spherical hinge in the x axis can be obtained:

�F sz ¼ N1
r51
jr51j

� �
iþ fsN1

DV1

jDV1j
� �

iþN1
r52i

r51i

r52
jr52j

� �
i

þ fs
r52i

r51i
N1

DV2

jDV2j
� �

iþ⋯þN1
r5mi

r51i

r5m
jr5mj

� �
i

þ fs
r5mi

r51i
N1

DVm

jDVmj
� �

i ð16Þ
The vector equation r5 and the relative motion velocity
vector equation DV of the contact point in the external
return spherical bearing pair are given in reference [21].
Thus, we obtain equation (17):

r52i

r51i
¼

� r1cos
2p

m

� �
sinbþ ecosb

� �
i

�ðr1cosð0Þsinbþ ecosbÞi

r53i

r51i
¼

� r1cos
4p

m

� �
sinbþ ecosb

� �
i

�ðr1cosð0Þsinbþ ecosbÞi
..
.

r5mi

r51i
¼

� r1cos
ðm� 1Þ2p

m

� �
sinbþ ecosb

� �
i

�ðr1cosð0Þsinbþ ecosbÞi

:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð17Þ

The normal forceN1 on the external spherical hinge can
be obtained by substituting equation (17) into equation
(16). On the basis of the relation ððNt

r5t
jr5tjÞi ¼ N1ðr5tir51i

r5t
jr5tjÞiÞ

between the normal force of the adjacent contact point and
N1, the normal force of all the contact points in the external
return spherical bearing pair can be obtained. Based on the
deduced formulas, we come to the following conclusions:

The amount of normal force Nt depends not only on the
spring force Fsz and the coefficient of sliding friction fs, but
also on the ratio ðr5ti

r51i
Þ between the radius vector along the

x axis of each discrete point and that of the reference point.
But the size of the radius vector r5t at the discrete contact
point mt is related to the slant inclination of the external
swash plate b, the eccentricity e and the radius of external
retainer plate r1. So, the spring force, slant inclination of
the external swash plate, eccentricity and coefficient of
sliding friction between the external retainer plate and the
external spherical hinge are the main parameters that
influence the amount of the force acting on the discrete
contact point in the external return spherical bearing pair.

4 Friction power between external retainer
plate and external spherical hinge

By combining the known normal force Nt at each contact
point mt between the external retainer plate and the
external spherical hinge and the vector equation DV of
relativemotion velocity between the external retainer plate
and the external spherical hinge, the total friction power of
the contact trajectories between the external retainer plate
and the external spherical hinge can be expressed as:

P ¼
Xm
t¼1

fsNtjDVtjð Þ: ð18Þ

In equation (18), the value of |DVt| depends on the
values of parameters such as the slant inclination of
the external swash plate b, pump shaft rotating speed v
and eccentricity e. The above formulas show that the



Table 1. Parameters of the numerical simulation.

Symbol and unit Physics significance Value

b/(°) External swash plate inclination 5, 10, 12, 15
e/(mm) Eccentricity 5, 10, 15, 20
n/(r/min) Pump shaft speed 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000
Fsz/(N) Spring force 350, 450, 550, 650
fs Coefficient of sliding friction between external retainer

plate and external spherical hinge
0.12

a/(°) Principal axis rotation angle 0∼360
r/(mm) Radius of external spherical hinge 72.5

Fig. 3. Influence of external swash plate inclinations on the friction power of the contact point.
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magnitude of the force acting on the discrete contact point
mt depends on the spring force, slant inclination of the
external swash plate, coefficient of sliding friction in the
external return spherical bearing pair and number of
discrete contact points. So, the main parameters of
influencing friction power consumption of the contact
point in the external return spherical bearing pair are
spring force, slant inclination of the external swash plate,
pump shaft rotating speed, eccentricity, coefficient of
sliding friction in the external return spherical bearing pair
and number of discrete contact points. Based on the above
analysis, a power simulation and analysis of the discrete
contact point with different parameters is established, as
shown in Table 1.

5 Results and analysis

5.1 Influence of the slant inclination of the external
swash plate on the friction power

Figure 3 describes the influence of the external swash plate
inclination on the friction power of the discrete contact
point in the external return spherical bearing pair. Tables 2
and 3 describe the friction power peak-to-valley value of the
discrete contact point under different external swash plate
inclinations. Figure 3 and Tables 2 and 3 show that upon
increasing the external swash plate inclination, the power
fluctuation amplitude and the total friction power of the
discrete contact point in the external return spherical
bearing pair increase too. The discrete contact point of
maximum power is located at different pump shaft rotation
angle positions. The friction power of the discrete contact
point presents phenomenon of double-peak-value in the
same cycle, and the fluctuation curve is symmetrical at
180°. At pump shaft rotation angles of 0° and 180° (top and
bottom dead centre positions of the external pump piston),
the relative motion velocity is 0 and the friction power is 0.

5.2 Influence of the pump shaft rotating speed on the
friction power

Figure 4 describes the influence of the pump shaft rotating
speeds on the friction power of the discrete contact point in
the external return spherical bearing pair. Tables 4 and 5



Table 2. Friction power peak-to-valley value of a contact point under different external swash plate inclinations
(m=721).

External swash
plate inclination
b/(°)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Peak
value/(W)

Principal axis
rotation
angle a/(°)

Valley
value/(W)

Total friction
power P/(W)

5 75, 285 0.0611 0, 180 0 26.86
10 66.5, 293.5 0.1354 0, 180 0 54.14
12 64, 296 0.1704 0, 180 0 65.34
15 61.5, 298.5 0.2298 0, 180 0 82.47

Table 3. Friction power peak-to-valley value of a contact point under different external swash plate inclinations
(m=72 001).

External swash
plate inclination
b/(°)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Peak value/(W) Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Valley
value/(W)

Total friction
power P/(W)

5 74.85, 285.1 0.6125 � 10�3 0, 180 0 26.91
10 66.26, 293.7 1.357 � 10�3 0, 180 0 54.30
12 64.08, 295.9 1.708 � 10�3 0, 180 0 65.50
15 61.61, 298.4 2.304 � 10�3 0, 180 0 82.70

Fig. 4. Influence of the pump shaft rotating speeds on the friction power of the contact point.
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show the friction-power peak-to-valley values for the
discrete contact point under different pump shaft rotating
speeds. Figure 4 and Tables 4 and 5 show that upon
increasing the pump shaft rotating speeds, the power
fluctuation amplitude and the total friction power of the
discrete contact point in the external return spherical
bearing pair increase accordingly. The maximum power of
the discrete contact point is located at the same pump shaft
rotation angle position under different pump shaft rotating
speeds. The friction power of the discrete contact point
presents phenomenon of double-peak-value in the same
cycle, and the fluctuation curve is symmetrical at 180°. At
pump shaft rotation angles of 0° and 180°, the friction
power is 0.

5.3 Influence of eccentricity on the friction power

Figure 5 describes the influence of eccentricity on the
friction power of the discrete contact point in the external
return spherical bearing pair. Tables 6 and 7 show the



Table 4. Contact point friction power peak-to-valley value at different pump shaft rotating speeds (m=721).

Pump shaft
speed
n/(r/min)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Peak
value/(W)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Valley
value/(W)

Total friction
power P/(W)

1000 64, 296 0.1136 0, 180 0 43.56
1500 64, 296 0.1704 0, 180 0 65.34
2000 64, 296 0.2272 0, 180 0 87.12
3000 64, 296 0.3408 0, 180 0 130.68

Table 5. Contact point friction power peak-to-valley value at different pump shaft rotating speeds (m=72 001).

Pump shaft speed
n/(r/min)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Peak
value/(W)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Valley
value/(W)

Total friction
power P/(W)

1000 64.08, 295.9 1.139 � 10�3 0, 180 0 43.67
1500 64.08, 295.9 1.708 � 10�3 0, 180 0 65.50
2000 64.08, 295.9 2.278 � 10�3 0, 180 0 87.34
3000 64.08, 295.9 3.417 � 10�3 0, 180 0 131.0

Fig. 5. Influence of eccentricity on the friction power of the contact point.

Table 6. Contact point frictional power peak-to-valley value at different eccentricities (m=721).

Eccentricity
e/(mm)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Peak
value/(W)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Valley
value/(W)

Total friction
power P/(W)

5 51.5, 308.5 0.3204 0, 180 0 109.03
10 56.5, 303.5 0.2172 0, 180 0 70.55
15 60.5, 299.5 0.185 0, 180 0 65.01
20 64, 296 0.1704 0, 180 0 65.34
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Table 7. Contact point frictional power peak-to-valley value at different eccentricities (m=72 001).

Eccentricity
e/(mm)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Peak
value/(W)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Valley
value/(W)

Total friction
power P/(W)

5 51.33, 308.7 3.222 � 10�3 0, 180 0 109.92
10 56.29, 303.7 2.18 � 10�3 0, 180 0 70.80
15 60.48, 299.5 1.855 � 10�3 0, 180 0 65.19
20 64.08, 295.9 1.708 � 10�3 0, 180 0 65.50

Fig. 6. Influence of the spring forces on the friction power of the contact point.

Table 8. Contact point friction power peak-to-valley value under different spring force (m=721).

Spring force
Fsz/(N)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Peak
value/(W)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Valley
value/(W)

Total friction
power P/(W)

350 64, 296 0.1704 0, 180 0 65.34
450 64, 296 0.2191 0, 180 0 84.01
550 64, 296 0.2678 0, 180 0 102.68
650 64, 296 0.3165 0, 180 0 121.35
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friction power peak-to-valley values of the discrete contact
point at different eccentricities. Figure 5 andTables 6 and 7
show that upon increasing the eccentricity, the power
fluctuation amplitude and the total friction power of the
discrete contact point in the external return spherical
bearing pair decrease accordingly. If the eccentricity is 15–
20mm, the power fluctuation amplitudes of the discrete
contact point in the external return spherical bearing pair
are similar, and no obvious changes in total friction are
observed. Under different eccentricities, the maximum
power of the discrete contact point is located at the
different pump shaft rotation angle positions. The friction
power of the discrete contact point presents phenomenon of
multiple-peak-value in the same cycle, and the fluctuation
curve is symmetrical at 180°. At pump shaft rotation angles
of 0° and 180°, the friction power is 0.

5.4 Influence of the spring force on the friction power

Figure 6 describes the influence of the spring force on the
friction power of the discrete contact point in the external
return spherical bearing pair. Tables 8 and 9 show friction-
power peak-to-valley values of the discrete contact point
under different spring forces. Figure 6 and Tables 8 and 9
show that upon increasing the spring force, the power
fluctuation amplitude and the total friction power of the



Table 9. Contact point friction power peak-to-valley value under different spring force (m=72 001).

Spring force
Fsz/(N)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Peak
value/(W)

Principal axis
rotation angle
a/(°)

Valley
value/(W)

Total friction
power P/(W)

350 64.08, 295.9 1.708 � 10�3 0, 180 0 65.50
450 64.08, 295.9 2.196 � 10�3 0, 180 0 84.22
550 64.08, 295.9 2.685 � 10�3 0, 180 0 102.93
650 64.08, 295.9 3.173 � 10�3 0, 180 0 121.65
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discrete contact point in the external return spherical
bearing pair increase accordingly. The maximum power of
the discrete contact point is located at the same pump shaft
rotation angle position under different spring forces.
Friction power of the discrete contact point presents
phenomenon of double-peak-value in the same cycle, and
the fluctuation curve is symmetrical at 180°. At pump shaft
rotation angles of 0° and 180°, the friction power is 0.
5.5 Overall influence of the structural parameters on
the friction power

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the amplitude changes of
the friction power that occur at discrete contact point
under different parameters of the external return mecha-
nism, such as slant inclination of the external swash plate,
pump shaft rotating speed, eccentricity and spring force.
As shown in Figure 7, the parameter with the greatest
influence on the fluctuation rule of the discrete contact
point is the eccentricity, whereas variations in the other
three parameters have little influence. And under the
structure parameters of the numerical simulation, the
maximum total friction power of the contact area between
the external retainer plate and the external spherical hinge
is 131W. Changing the slant inclination of the external
swash plate, the pump shaft rotating speed, or the spring
force has little influence on the fluctuation rule of the
friction power of the discrete contact point, whereas
changes in the eccentricity values can mostly affect the
fluctuation rule of the friction power of the discrete contact
point.

Figure 8 describes the influence of the slant inclinations
of the external swash plate, pump shaft rotating speeds,
eccentricities and spring forces on the total friction power
of the contact area between the external retainer plate and
the external spherical hinge. As shown in Figure 8, the total
friction power of the contact area varies linearly with the
slant inclination of the external swash plate, pump shaft
rotating speed and spring force (increasing when these
parameters are increased). The total friction power of the
contact area has a non-linear relationship with the
eccentricity; it decreases when the eccentricity is increased
and finally tends to a certain value.

Figure 9 shows the influence of the spring force on the
total friction power under different structural parameters.
As shown in Figure 9, the total friction power of the contact
area between the external retainer plate and the external
spherical hinge varies linearly with the spring force,
increasing when this parameter is increased. Changes in
the different structural parameters do not affect the linear
relationship between the spring force and the total friction
power of the contact area.

6 Discussion

To ensure the reliability of the calculation, different
amounts of discrete contact points were chosen to calculate
the total friction power, and then, the influence of the
amount of the discrete contact point on the total friction
power was analysed. Figures 3a, 4a, 5a and 6a show that
during one cycle (external retainer plate rotating for one
circle), a discrete contact point is taken every 0.5 degrees.
Figures 3b, 4b, 5b and 6b show that during one cycle
(external retainer plate rotating for one circle), a discrete
contact point is taken every 0.005 degrees. By comparing
Figures 3a and 3b, 4a and 4b, 5a and 5b, and 6a and 6b, we
can see that the amount of the discrete contact point has
increased 100 times, the influences of the slant inclination
of the external swash plate, pump shaft rotating speed,
eccentricity and spring force on the friction-power
fluctuation of the discrete contact point between the
external retainer plate and the external spherical hinge
remain almost unchanged, and the size of the friction power
of the discrete contact point is almost 1/100 of the original.
By comparing Tables 2–9, we find that the amount of
discrete contact points has increased 100 times, the
position of the pump shaft rotation angle corresponding
to the amplitude of discrete contact points is almost
invariable, and the total friction power of the discrete
contact point between the external retainer plate and the
external spherical hinge stays almost the same. So, if the
amount of discrete contact points reaches a certain value,
there is no effect on the result. The reliability of calculating
the total friction power between ball hinge pairs by
discretization method is also verified by experiments in
reference [16].

The above analysis suggests that the friction power at
each contact point and total friction power increase linearly
with the slant inclination of the external swash plate, pump
shaft rotating speed and spring force, and presents
phenomenon of double-peak-value. There is a high friction
power at pump shaft rotation angles of 90° and 270°
(corresponding to the position of the centre of port plate
waist groove). Due to the contact form of external return



Fig. 7. Comparison of the amplitude changes of the friction power for various parameters.
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spherical bearing pair is line contact. The contact stress is
large, so it is hard to form a lubricating oil film. While
running at high speed, it is easy to produce friction heat and
damage the surface of the friction pair.

The influence of eccentricity on the friction power of the
contact point is complex. At small eccentricity values
(about 5mm) a multiple-peak value appears in the same
cycle, that is, a situation of multi-point supporting occurs.
However, at pump shaft rotation angles close to 90° and
270° (corresponding to the position of the centre of port
plate waist groove), the maximum peak value is obviously
the largest, which makes it is easy to damage the surface of
the friction pair, and there exist bigger total friction power.
At larger eccentricity values (about 15mm) a double-peak
value phenomenon appears, but the variation range of
maximum peak value of friction power at contact point
decrease obviously, and the total friction power finally
tends to a certain value.
7 Conclusions

Herein, we analysed the force conditions of the external
return spherical bearing pair of balanced double-row axial
piston pumps and dual-drive axial piston motors, deduced
the formulas of friction power of the discrete contact point
and the total friction power in the external return spherical
bearing pair, and discussed the influence of different
structural parameters on the friction power of external
retainer mechanism. The following conclusions were
drawn:
– The friction power of the contact area in the external
return spherical bearing pair is affected by structural
parameters such as slant inclination of the external swash
plate, pump shaft rotating speed, eccentricity and spring
force. The power fluctuation amplitude and the total
friction power of the discrete contact point in the external
return spherical bearing pair increase with the slant



Fig. 8. Influence of the structural parameters on the total friction power of the contact point.

Fig. 9. Influence of the spring force on the total friction power for different structural parameters.
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inclination of the external swash plate, pump shaft
rotating speed and spring force but decrease with
increasing eccentricity.

– For different slant inclinations of the external swash
plate and eccentricities, the power peak of a discrete
contact point is located at different pump shaft rotation
angle positions. At different pump shaft rotating speeds
and spring forces, the power peak of a discrete contact
point is located at the same pump shaft rotation angle
positions. The distribution shape of the friction power of
the discrete contact point was only affected by the
eccentricity. At large eccentricity values, the friction
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power of the discrete point presents a double-peak
distribution, whereas at small eccentricity values, it
shows a multiple-peak distribution.

– For different slant inclinations of the external swash
plate, pump shaft rotating speeds, eccentricities and
spring forces, the fluctuation curve of friction power of
the discrete contact point in the external return spherical
bearing pair is symmetrical at 180°, in the same cycle. At
pump shaft rotation angles of 0° and 180°, the friction
power is 0. That is an intrinsic property of the external
return mechanism.

– With increasing number of discrete contact points in the
contact area of the external return spherical bearing pair,
different structural parameters have little influence on
the friction-power fluctuations at the discrete contact
point; the area of friction wear and the laws of the
friction-power fluctuation curve of the discrete contact
point do not changed. The friction power of a single
discrete contact point decreases, but the total friction
power remains almost unchanged.

– The total friction power of the contact area varies linearly
with the slant inclination of the external swash plate,
pump shaft rotating speed and spring force, increasing
when these parameters increase. The total friction power
of the contact area has a non-linear relation with the
eccentricity, decreasing when this parameter increases
until it reaches a certain value. Changes in the different
structural parameters do not affect the linear relation-
ship between the spring force and the total friction power
of the contact area.
Nomenclature
e
 Eccentricity [mm]

fs
 Coefficient of sliding friction between the external

retainer plate and the external spherical hinge

Fft
 Sliding friction force of an arbitrary contact point

mt [N]

Fsz
 Spring force [N]

n
 Pump shaft speed [r/min]

Nt
 Normal force of an arbitrary contact pointmt in the

external return spherical bearing pair [N]

nt
 Unit vector of the normal force at arbitrary contact

point mt [N]

r
 Radius of external spherical hinge [mm]

r1
 Radius of external retainer plate [mm]

ut
 Unit vector of the sliding friction force at arbitrary

contact point mt [N]

|DVt|
 Magnitude of the relative motion velocity vector at

arbitrary contact point mt [m/s]

a
 Principal axis rotation angle [°]

b
 External swash plate inclination [°]

r5t
 Radius vector at arbitrary contact point mt [mm]
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